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The purpose of this thesis Is to evaluate the adjust-
ment of children In all long-time foster home placements
1
made by the New England Home for Little Vfanderers,
161 South Huntington Avenue, Boston, in the years 1939 » 19^,
and 1941. The writer poses the question whether the child
who prior to placement has shown no behavior problem does,
in the foster home, become enuretic, lie, steal, or show
other disturbed behavior that may lead to frequent replace-
ments. Presuming that the psychiatric study service
offered by LWH does make for more successful placement. Just
what does the study contribute to the placement? Are there
particular medical recommendations that help the child's
future adjustment? Does the study result in specific recom-
mendations as to the type, location and makeup of foster
home most suitable to the needs and abilities of a particular
child? If so, can such homes be found? Does the child who
is studied before placement tend to remain in the first
foster home for a long time, or is he subject to frequent
replacements? If originally referred because of behavior
1 Hereafter referred to as LWH

2difficulties, does his behavior Improve in placement? What
is the role of psychiatric study in successful, long-time
foster home placements?
Method of Study
For this study the writer has used the records of all
the children between the ages of two and seventeen, first
placed by LWH, both with and without psychiatric study, in
the years 1939, 1940, and 19^1, and who remained in place-
ment for not less than eighteen months* The lower age limit
of two years was selected because the writer felt that this
in many ways marked the end of Infancy and the beginning of
childhood. This idea is borne out by Oesell and Ilg who
state that "By the end of the second year (the child) walks
and runs; articulates words and phrases; acquires bowel and
bladder control; attains a rudimentary sense of personal
2
identity and of person possession." The upper limit of
seventeen years coincides with the oldest age group gener-
ally accepted by LWH for care. The period 1939-41 inclusive
was selected because, while recent, it immediately preceded
the war years during which foster homes changed rapidly due
to foster fathers' going into service and foster mothers'
2 Arnold G-esell and Frances L. Ilg, Infant and
Child in the Culture of Today
, p. 62»

going to work, either because of financial pressure or be-
cause previous desires to be employed were acceptable on the
basis of patriotism. A minimum of eighteen months In foster
home care was arbitrarily selected by the writer who felt
that a shorter period did not give the child ample time to
adjust to his new environment, to work through his feelings
about placement, and show either definite Improvement in
behavior or new behavior difficulties. Children placed
during this three year period in adoptive homes were not
included in the study, as numerous different feelings and
considerations go into adoption placements as compared to
foster home boarding care.
Nineteen cases were found to meet these llmltationB; of
these fourteen were placed following psychiatric study, and
five were placed without psychiatric study at LWH. The total
number of children going into their first foster home place-
ment during this three year period was not available to the
writer. However, In the period from April 1, 1939 » through
March 31 > 19^0, a total of 54 children went into placement
through the Boston office. Of these, five cases, or 9*2% of
the total, filled the limitations of this study.
By way of definition the writer wishes to explain that
the term "replacement" is used in this study to mean removal
from one foster home to another, or in a few instances, to

4or from the child *s own home or a group placement in a series
of moves* "Symptomatic behavior" refers to behavior which
presents a problem to the child and those concerned with his
welfare, and where behavior appears to be the result of some
conscious or unconscious motivation in the child which leads
him to lie, steal, truant, indulge in sex play, wet or soil,
or which results in physical complaints* Such behavior is
felt to be due to the child's tensions, anxieties, and is
indicative of his confused feelings and reactions to certain
stimuli.
The writer used three criteria for Judging adjustment
in foster home placement, which are as follows:
1. Evaluation as given in the case record directly
by the case worker or in which the attitude
of the foster mother toward th« child's ad-
justment is recorded by the worker. For
example, one record states, "Foster mother
believes R*s masturbation is no longer much
of a problem. . .his only problem as far as
she can see is being slow in school work."
Another record states, "Foster mother. • .said
J. was a completely different boy since foster
father's death. She has talked with him
about now being the man of the house and he
would have to assume the head of the house-

hold's responsibilities. He has responded
amazingly well. He is now a responsible,
dependable youngster who takes his duties
seriously." Later in the same record the
worker records the following impression:
"He has gained considerable poise, talks
much more readily and easily than he used
to, and very few tics and noises are evident.
He appears to be absolutely happy in this
foster home and his added responsibilities
seem to have matured him a great deal." It
was on such recorded impressions that the
writer in part Judged the adjustment of a
particular child in foster home placement*
The lessening or increasing of symptomatic
behavior present before placement, and the
appearance of new behavior difficulties
during placement.
For the child referred because of specific
behavior difficulties, such as masturbation
or temper tantrums, or the child referred
because of physical ailments which have some
emotional basis, such as asthma, the lessening
of these symptoms which indicate the child's
tensions and anxieties is to the social worker
It
a valuable criterion In measuring whether
foster home placement Is offering the child
enough security and stimulation that he can
work through some of these anxieties and so
give up the symptom. Similarly for the child
who at time of referral shows no particular
behavior problem, the appearance of such
behavior, such as enuresis, indicates some-
thing about the effect of foster home place-
ment on that child. V»hether it indicates a
feeling of insecurity in the foster family,
rejection by the parent, anxiety about the
relationship to the own parents, or whatever,
can be speculated on only in view of the
circumstances of a particular case.
The number of replacements and the reason for
replacement as given in the case record*
A child who is able to remain in one
foster home for a long period of time, by
so doing, shows ability on his part to ad-
Just to that home and to conduct himself in
such a way that he is acceptable in it. In
using the number of foster home replacements
as a measurement of the child's adjustment
it must be recognized that not all foster

home ehane-es are the result of the child's
behavior or personality difficulties. Changes
within the foster family itself, such as the
foster mother going into employment, or lengthy
illness or death of one of the foster parents
may necessitate a change. Similarly the
interference of the own parent may lead to
the foster parents' request for a change, or
the social worker herself may decide that
another foster family may offer enough more
in meeting the needs of a particular child to
make a replacement desirable. Therefore the
number of replacements itself is not an ade-
quate criterion for evaluating adjustment;
the reason for the change in foster home is
of greater importance. More discussion of
the effect of frequent replacement on the
young child will be given in Chapter II.
On the basis of these three criteria adjustment will be
evaluated in general terras, such as poor, fair, good, and
excellent. In some cases adjustment in one area, for
example school, may differ from the child's adjustment in




Obviously a study of nineteen cases Is limited In scope.
Any conclusions drawn at the end of the study are applicable
only to LWH for the years 1939-'^1, hut may provoke further
thought and study as to the tangible values of psychiatric
study prior to foster home placements.
It must also be recognized that this study does not
take Into consideration such factors as the child's prepa-
ration for placement, nor does the writer attempt to evalu-
ate In any way the assets and liabilities of the Individual
foster homes In which these nineteen children were placed.
The child's acceptance of and participation In placement
plans, the personality of various members of the foster
family, and other factors play a part In the child's ad-
justment but are too diverse from our focus on the role of
psychiatric study In successful foster home placements to





Foster Homes vs* Institutional Care
Social work with children In recent years has made
Increasing use of foster homes in its attempt to readjust
1
individuals. Earlier, child care had evolved from congre-
gate orphanages and the Indenture system to public and
private child-placing organizations, and for some time there
was much discussion about the relative merits of foster home
and institutional care for children. At present it is
fairly well agreed, according to Baylor and Monachesi, that
certain well-defined groups of children, such as the handi-
capped, psychotic, feeble-minded, etc., progress better in
an institution, while for others including the child under
three, the average child between three and eight years of
age, and the older child who should take part in community
life, foster home care is preferable to institutional care*
Baylor and Monachesi list the following four groups as
children who will do equally well in either an institution
or foster home:
1. The child needing temporary care
2. The child who needs to be studied to determine
the treatment likely to be most effective for him
1 Edith M.H. Baylor and Elio D. Monachesi, The




3» The convalescent child, who may well be placed
In a modern convalescent home equipped with
facilities for special treatment, or who may
thrive in a specially selected foster home which
is under the constant supervision of a physician
or a clinic and of a trained social worker
2
4. The child who presents behavior difficulties
The writer believes that it will be apparent that most of
the cases considered in this study fit into these last four
categories.
Values of Foster Home Care
Foster home care has a twofold purpose; in the first
place it is a substitute home, and in the second, it functions
as an instrument or tool in the eradication or modification
of undesirable attitudes and habits. Naturally these two
functions overlap to a considerable degree. In this study,
foster home care was sometimes used to provide a substitute
home for those children unable to live with their own parents
because of the death, desertion or incapacity of one or both
parents. In other instances, where the child was referred to
LlffH primarily because of behavior problems, foster home care
2 Ibid.
, pp. 9-10.




was specifically used as an Instrument In the case work
treatment of the child. In the majority of cases foster
home placement was tried when, after psychiatric study. It
was felt to best meet the needs of the particular child. In
addition to providing a stable family setting, with mother
and father figures and frequently siblings, one of the major
responsibilities of the foster family is to offer the child
a feeling of security which so often has been lacking in his
former environment and relationships. Perhaps the greatest
needs of children referred for foster family care are a
feeling of security, understanding, and affection. The suc-
cess of a foster home placement depends to a great extent on
the careful selection of foster homes and on the skill of
the case worker in working with the foster family and the
child placed there. The final results of a particular place-
ment are indicative of an interacting process which depends
on the home and the child placed in it.
The Request for Placement
In present day case work thinking the request itself
for placement has meaning both to the parent and to the child
Dorothy Hutchinson suggests that the request many times
signifies a culmination of unbearable conditions in the




responsibilities. It may also mean a denial of the parent's
sins or failures, as in the case of an unmarried mother who,
by requesting placement of her illegitimate child, repudi-
ates her participation in the child *s birth. To still others,
placement is a vindictive act, directed toward the child,
5
the marital partner, or the parent himself. The motivation
behind the request for placement determines the worker's
focus in the treatment situation.
For the child, placement often follows rejection by the
parents, and aopears to be a further repudiation of his
6
desirableness. Not only does he feel that he is bad, but
that he is also different than other children or defective,
and for this reason the parent does not want him. The case
worker, in preparing the child for placement, can help him
to work through his feelings that he is unwanted, being
punished, or whatever, in a realistic and accepting manner,
only if she understands what the Individual child's past
7
relationships have been. As has been stated previously,
this study does not attempt to evaluate the preparation these
4 Dorothy Hutchinson, "The Request for Placement has
Meaning", The Family
.
Vol. XXV, No. 4, June, 1944, p. 128.




7 Ibid . , p. 130.

nineteen children received prior to placement. Nevertheless
it must be kept in mind that the feelings and tensions with
which a child enters foster home placement will facilitate
or hamper his adjustment in the foster home.
Frequent Replacement
The subject of frequent replacements of the young child
also is one of vital interest to social workers and psychia-
trists because of the detrimental results which we so often
see. For the young child placed in a foster home the foster
parents frequently have the usual psychological significance
of a child's own parents. 'Nhen a change of foster homes is
necessitated by the child's behavior, the interference of the
own parents, the social worker's own thinking about the
child's needs, or whatever reason, one must face the possible
effect of such a change on the child's psychosexual develop-
ment. Dr. Clothier points out that one "often does more
harm than good by moving the child from one environment to
another, even though the new home may seem by all odds
8
superior." It is through identification with love objects
that the child is able to give up the satisfactions of
immediate pleasure for the more worthwhile love and approval
8 Florence Clothier, M.D., "The Problem of Frequent
Replacements of the Young Dependent Child", Mental Hygiene ,
Vol. XXI, No. 4, October, 1937, p. 549-
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of those love objects. If the child Is continually thwarted
in his attempts to form such love ob.jects, by being moved
from one home to another when in the process of forming love
relationships, it is not surprising that he finally gives up
trying to form such love objects, and turns to himself for
gratification. These children, with little opportunity for
identification with love objects for whom they are willing
to become a social being likewise have little opportunity
for emotional growth. As they become self-centered and
directed toward self-satisfactions they lose their earlier
ability to make relationships, and by their own attitude and
behavior bring about further replacements. Situations of
this kind will be shown in the case presentations which
follow in the next chapter*
History of Home for Little Wanderers
The New England Home for Little Wanderers was organized
in May, 1865, under a charter granted by the Legislature
of Massachusetts, "for the purpose of rescuing children
from want and shame, providing them with food and clothing,
giving them instruction in mind and heart and placing them,





homes." In 1910 under the leadership of Dr. Frederic H.
Knight the present system of placing children in boarding
homes under supervision of social workers from the agency
replaced the previous practice of placement or adoption in
free homes. In 191^ the building was erected which now
houses the administrative offices, the child-placing and
home-finding departments, the hospital unit, and the child-
study department*
The study home of the LWH evolved gradually as a
functional unit, and came into being because the superin-
tendent and directors saw the need of child study in order
11
to carry out the child-caring program of the agency.
That children's personalities and needs are best understood
if one can have the benefit of trained but casual observation
over a period of weeks is the premise of the present study
home set-up. The agency has a better chance of understanding
the child's needs and motivations after living with him
while he eats, sleeps, goes to school, forms relationships,
etc. , than if the child were observed for a few hours at an
out-patient clinic. There is the added advantage of pos-
sible consultation among psychiatrist, pediatrician,
10 Little Wanderers Advocate
, Vol. LXXVII, No. 3,
September, 1941, p. 5*
11 Florence Clothier, M.D., "The Role of the Study
Home in Child G-uidance", Mental Hygiene , Vol. XXVIII, No. 1,





psychologist, nurse, social worker, teacher and other staff
members as the occasion arises*
At the weekly staff conference there is a pooling of
accumulated knowledge about the individual child, after which
some recommendation for his care is made. The social
history, presented by the social worker, includes factual
data about the child's family, developmental history, and the
behavior for which referred. In getting to know the dynamic
factors in the child's background the social worker has
frequently established a beginning relationship with the
child and his parents. The staff pediatrician gives a
medical summary, including reports of special medical exami-
nations such as electroencephalogram, neurological findings,
orthopedic examination, audiometer test; these examinations
differ for each child and are made by consulting specialists
or at various hospital clinics. The matron and counselors
who have charge of the children outside of school hours
report on their observations of the child as a member of the
group and as an individual, and the school teacher adds her
impression of the child as seen in the school room. Psycho-
metric testing is reported by the staff psychologist who has
had an opportunity to observe the child during his stay at
the Home and who can give whatever special tests she desires
without the restrictions of out-patient clinics* The
psychiatrist has the same advantage of observing the child
I J
over a period of time and as he engages In various activities*
The psychiatrist may be a familiar person to the child before
the psychiatric Interview Is held, and the number and length
of Interviews need not be the same for each child. In pre-
senting her material at staff conference the psychiatrist
makes some formulation of the case based on all the pre-
ceding reports, after which there Is discussion by staff
members and referring visitors as to the recommendations for
the child's future care and training. Some cases remain
under the care of LV<H for school or foster home placement
or supervision In the child's own home; others were referred
by other agencies which requested study as an aid In their
planning for the child, and which will continue to work
with him.
The intake policy of LWH, both in regard to foster home
placement and psychiatric study, is based upon the original
idea of "a child in need". LWH, together with the other
child placing agencies in Greater Boston, is also guided in
Intake for placement by the geographical distribution of
12
agency responsibility. Beyond this restriction, the
original charter under which the Home still operates states
its function In broad enough terms to make the Home's
12 Boston Council of Social Agencies, A G-ulde for




services adaptable to outstanding needs of children. If It
seems possible for the child to make an adjustment in his
own home, that is the first effort. If a good foster home is
needed, time, thought, and money are invested in providing
13
it and helping the child to adjust to it. Some children
become permanent wards of LTO until they reach their
majority; in other cases where one or both parents accept
financial responsibility for the child, foster home placement,
either temporary or long-time, may be made when for some
reason the child is not able to continue in his own home*
Boarding school placements, supervision in the child's own
home, and placement in adoptive homes are also carried out
by the Department of Foster-Home Care*
Of the nineteen cases to be considered in the next
chapter, fourteen were in foster home care for at least
eighteen months after they had been through the study pro-
cedure already described. The other five cases were
instances of direct placement, where at the time of referral,
psychiatric study at LWH was not deemed necessary.






The nineteen cases studied are presented separately,
with a paragraph of interpretation following each case.
The cases are presented in groupings according to reason
for referral. In some Instances, of course, a combination
of factors, such as behavior difficulties and poor home
conditions went into referral. A summary of case evaluations
and findings will be found In Chapter lY.
Referred primarily because of behavior problems
Case 1
Ralph F. was referred to LWH by the Children's
Hospital at the age of ten and a half because he
engaged in masturbation and sex play, lied, and
begged. His parents' marriage had been a forced
one, and when they separated, Ralph and his twelve
year old sister remained with the mother although
Ralph said that he was fonder of his father. The
mother was annoyed by Ralph's sexual Interest,
which apparently had begun when at the age of five
he had been seduced by his grandmother. Ralph
was described as a talkative, sensitive child
with compulsive cleanliness.
Medical findings at L'fifH were negative. In
the house he appeared to be a quiet, effeminate
boy with nocturnal enuresis. He earned an IQ of
81, showing dull Intellectual ability. Although
poor on verbal tests he showed superior practical
judgment and good memory. He was painstakingly
accurate and had a serious attitude toward the
test situation. The psychiatrist felt that
Ralph's masturbation and sex phantasies were a
retreat from reality, and could be attributed to
the home situation, the traumatic experiences he

had met in his early life, and his mother's complete
identification of him with his father. It was
felt that he might benefit from psychotherapy, and
was apt to become a "sex pervert" unless his
personality were modified. The final recommendation
was for foster home placement, and if that were
not successful, placement at Longview Farm, a
group placement for boys, run by LWH. The pos-
sibility of LVVH taking guardianship was to be
discussed with the parents.
A two day placement ended abruptly because
the foster mother objected to the board rate*
His next placement, which lasted five months,
ended when the foster family was pressed for
space in their living quarters. In this home it
was felt that his masturbation had decreased,
that he had more contact with other boys, and
that his school work had improved. The third
placement lasted for a year, and was with a
friend of the previous foster mother. In this
home, while Ralph's school work continued to
improve, he became upset by the father's stories
about the mother and by her letters to him. He
became moody, insolent, uncooperative, and felt
rejected and unwanted by anyone. When the foster
family planned to move and other plans would have
to be made for Ralph, he was placed at Longview
Farm. It was felt that in such a setting there
would be less intimacy than in a foster home but
at the same time opportunities to develop his
abilities, and that the own parents could be
better controlled in their visits than in a
foster home.
Environmental change, while it modified some of Ralph's
earlier behavior difficulties, such as masturbation, was not
completely effective because of his inability to work through
his relationship with his parents. He was rejected by the
mother, and while in the foster home the parents used the
boy in their bitterness toward each other, keeping him in
constant conflict by their letters and contact with him»
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In the group setting at Longview Farm it was felt that
these contacts could be better controlled, and at the same
time rationalized to the boy. Thus when the first conference
recommendation was only moderately successful, It was
possible to turn to the second choice where he did make a
good social adjustment.
Case 2
Donald B. was referred by Children* s Aid
Association at the age of three and a half be-
cause he was willful and had temper tantrums,
beating his head against a wall when he couldn't
have his own way. His parents* marriage had
been a forced one, and when his father was
serving In the Navy his mother had deserted.
Donald had been privately placed three times.
In addition to living with various relatives.
His two half brothers, both illegitimate, were
In a foster home. Donald was an active child
who could not control himself when crossed. A
preference for the left hand had been corrected.
Medical recommendations Included an electro-
encephalogram and a neurological examination;
the former showed a borderline reading and the
latter was within normal limits. At LWH his
first impression of friendliness soon changed
to destructive, selfish play with no satis-
factory response to discipline. In psycho-
logical testing motor restlessness and ambi-
dexterity were noted. He earned an IQ of 107
though this was questioned as low because of
his distractability. On the psychiatric
findings Donald showed no affectional ties. It
was felt that his constitutional factors might
be such that the immediate gratifications of
instinctive Impulses would bear more weight
than social considerations. Foster home care
was recommended where Donald would be the only
child and would have some chance of permanency.
He was not felt to be adoptable because of his
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poor prognosis for making a good later adjustment.
Donald was placed in April, 1939, and remained
In the foster home for four years and three months*
The foster mother was firm and patient, and gave
him opportunities to work off his excess energy.
The foster family considered him a "bright" child,
and he became more quiet and less destructive in
his play. He made an especially good adjustment
in school. When the foster mother died, Donald
was discharged to the care of his father who had
meantime remarried. V/ithin a month the step-
mother reported that he lied and was jealous, and
requested replacement. Because Donald had shown
in the previous placement that he could establish
good relationships and responded to love and
affection he was replaced, and there followed a
series of five replacements.
V/hen he first came to LV/H Donald was felt to have, on
one hand, good general intelligence, and on the other,
damaging childhood experiences, a poor background, and pos-
sible constitutional weaknesses. Y/hen placed in a stable,
warm foster home he "blossomed out", formed strong attach-
ments to the parent figures, and made a particularly good
school and home adjustment. vThen this home was lost to him
through the death of the foster mother it was hoped that
his own home could offer him the necessary affection and
permanency to continue his functioning in a satisfactory
manner. This did not turn out to be the case, and one
questions whether it was the failure to succeed in his own
home, the traumatic experience of losing his foster mother
by death, the constitutional weaknesses pointed out in the
original study, or a combination of factors that interfered

with his later adjustment in any of the series of foster
homes in which he was placed*
Case 3
James A« was nine years and three months old
when referred in May, 1939, by the Family Society
because of poor home conditions and because he
was unable to get along with other children*
From the time he was five months old James had
lived with his grandmother and stepgrandfather,
who had moved frequently. His mother committed
suicide when he was an infant, and although his
father remarried when James was four, the step-
mother did not wish to take him into her home.
At LWH James' physical examination was
negative except for poor posture and a facial
tic* An electroencephalogram showed psychomotor
disorder, but neurological findings were within
normal limits. In the house James was found to
be a neat, attractive boy who muttered to him-
self and twitched. He was lacking in self-
confidence and withdrawn from group activities.
The other children considered him queer and did
not like him. On psychological testing he
earned an IQ, of 103 » showing high average
intelligence with variable concentration. Vfith
his potentially good mental ability but lack of
mental control it was felt that his learning
would be less than might be expected of him.
The psychiatrist questioned whether James might
not be having petit mal attacks and brief losses
of consciousness with his twitching, gutteral
sounds and facial mannerisms. LWH was not felt
to be a good place to study James because of
his withdrawal from the group, and foster home
placement for the purpose of further observation
was recommended.
James adjusted so well in the foster home
that he remained there for nearly six years,
with periods out for summer camp. Despite some
temper tantrums and continued facial tics the
foster mother soon felt that James had improved
in every respect. His school work improved and
he got along well with two foster sisters. For

a while It seemed that his twltchlngs were more
pronounced after his father's visits. As he began
to feel that he "belonged" In the foster home he
appeared more secure and less demanding and
fearful. His wise-cracking type of humor caused
some difficulty In the home and community, but
on the whole James' adjustment was very satisfactory-
He developed a better relationship v/lth his own
father, who at first seemed Interested In him out
of a sense of duty, and his tics practically dis-
appeared except when he was very excited. In
19^5 the foster parents died within a few months
of each other, and James was discharged to his
father's care.
James was placed In a foster home when study at L^JTH
could not satisfactorily determine whether his facial tics
and twltchlngs had a physical or emotional basis. As he be-
came more secure and felt a sense of permanency In the foster
home the tics decreased (although they never completely dis-
appeared). At the same time his relationship with his father
improved, and It Is not possible to say which factor brought
about which result. At any rate, when deprived of the foster
home by the death of both foster parents, James reacted with
maturity and a sense of responsibility to the crisis, and was
able at that point to return to his father's home*
Case 4
Hilda C was thirteen and a half when referred
by the Maiden Court In September, 19^0, for study
because she reacted to her unhappy home situation
by destructlveness, stealing, running away, showing
.jealousy toward her fifteen year old brother, and
spells of depression. Hilda's parents had been
divorced when she was a year old, and she had
remained with her father who was a chronic deserter

and non- supporter. Her mother remarried soon
after the divorce, and when Hilda was eight, she
and her brother were adopted by the stepfather*
Until then Hilda had not known that the woman
living with her father was not her mother* Hilda's
stepfather was vindictive towards her from the
beginning, and her mother took over much of his
attitude to avoid losing the security she found
with him. As Hilda began to steal, be Jealous of
her brother who was ill and received much attention
and to have spells of depression she was placed
in the SPCC Temporary Home, two Catholic insti-
tutions and a state foster home in rapid succession
Study at LWH showed that she was in good
general physical condition, though nervous and
uncooperative. Neurological examination was
negative, though an electroencephalogram showed
psychomotor activity. She was found by the
counsellors to be neat and attractive, obedient,
and able to set on well with the other children*
She showed little or no depression. On psycho-
logical testing she was watchful and defensive,
earning an IQ of 86 on the Stanford-Binet . In
view of her superior manual ability and inferior
practical and social perception she was felt
suitable for some type of vocational training.
In the psychiatric interview Hilda was sure
that both she and her stepfather had changed and
could get along together at home. It was felt
that at LWH Hilda had shown she was capable of
establishing warm relationships, and it was
recommended that she return home under super-
vision. After four months at home Hilda was
restudied when her mother reported that she
showed compulsive behavior in washing the curtains,
bed linen and floors at home. She had been
stealing money from the family and tru anted from
school because she said the other pupils were
talking about her parentage. The psychiatrist
noted that Hilda appeared less trustworthy and
reliable during her second stay at LWH, and that
there was an underlying aggression and hostility
to her easily established rapport. She was said
to have " episodes of pseudo-schizophrenia", and
good foster home placement was recommended.
In the eighteen months that she was under

care Hilda was In two foster homes. Her adjustment
in the first home was hampered by her mother's
antagonistic attitude toward the court and LWH.
The mother constantly stirred up Hilda's guilt
feelings whenever the girl showed ability to
get along in the foster home. Hilda established
a good relationship with an LWH boy placed in the
same home, but ten months after she was placed
there the foster mother asked for her replacement
because of her stealing and temper tantrums. The
foster mother felt that Hilda was insincere;
after each flare up Hilda was very penitent and
promised to do better in the future, but another
disruption always followed. Hilda remained in
the foster home for several months after replace-
ment was requested, and then after a period at
summer camp went to a new foster home. She ran
away to her own mother at the end of two weeks,
and was dischargei^ to her mother's care in
September, 19^2, in view of her poor prognosis*
The psychiatrist felt that Hilda isad a schizoid
personality, and her behavior was conditioned by
her own tensions more than by reality factors*
Five months later reapplication was made and
Hilda was placed in a wage home, but this too
was unsuccessful*
This case illustrates the type of child who in addition
to damaging childhood experiences has a constitutional pre-
disposition which makes planning for them difficult. It
is not possible to say how much of Hilda's failure to adjust
in foster home care is due to her schizoid trends as shown
in compulsive behavior, ideas of reference and mood swings,
and how much is attributable to the traumatic experience of
learning, at the age of eight, the true identity of her
mother. In addition Hilda had the damaging experience of
living during her early years with an unstable father, of
being completely rejected by the stepfather who adopted her

and as a result being placed four times. The first psychi
atric study gave full consideration to Hilda's apparent
ability to relate to others, though further placement and
later psychiatric review showed that good adjustment in a
foster home was unlikely and that if foster home care was
continued she would subject herself to a series of replace
ments.
Case 5
Shirley D. was nearly eight when referred to
LWH in May, 19^, by the SPCC because she was dis-
obedient, untruthful, uncontrollable, and ran away
from home and school. Since her father's desertion
three years before Shirley had lived with her
mother, grandfather, and younger sister with whom
she did not get along well in a poorly cared for
house. The mother said that the father had never
paid any attention to Shirley before his desertion,
except to tease her. Shirley, who looked like
her father, was hyperactive, self-conscious, and
roamed about the streets instead of going to school.
Medical examination showed that Shirley had
a functional scoliosis, and she was taken to
Orthopedic Clinic. Although quiet and obedient
when first admitted to LWH she soon became un-
cooperative and underhanded. She indulged in
some sex play, and at times seemed to be in a daze.
In psychological testing Shirley earned an IQ of
100, showing average general ability, with some-
what lower performance scores. To the psychiatrist
Shirley appeared a thoroughly rejected child,
with her younger sister claiming all the mother's
attention from the time of her birth right after
the father's desertion. Shirley refused to
talk about her family, and in her play showed
obsessional thoroughness and underlying aggression.
Her difficult personality seemed to be the result
of an unsatisfying emotional life, and suspicious
of later schizophrenic development. It was recom-

mended that Shirley be placed In a foster home
where she would be the only child or where the
other children would be f^irls older than she.
In August, 19^0, Shirley was placed in a
home where she remained for six months. '^Hien she
began to dawdle, make scenes, and rummage through
the house the foster mother requested replacement,
and she went to another home for three months.
Although the foster father became very fond of
her, she was stubborn, impudent, and disobedient
at times. Following a month's temporary place-
ment in another home Shirley then went to a
fourth home where she remained for a year and a
half. Her school work was good, and she got
along well with another LWH child in the home*
However the worker felt that Shirley had become
very elusive, and showed no deep feelings or
"sparkle". In February, 19^3t sh© was discharged
to her mother's care*
As in the case of Hilda G. one has to consider not only
the damaging experiences which a child has met in his early
life and relationships, but also predispositions on which
these experiences have an effect not yet measurable. The
possibility of schizoid trends, noted in the psychiatric
study, seems to be borne out to some extent in the later
development of "elusive" and shallow qualities. How
damaging the change to four foster homes in two and a half
years was we also cannot measure, but the placement experi-
ence was unsuccessful for this girl of average intelligence




Myra G. was referred to LWH by the SPCC when
eleven and a half years old because she was willful
and headstrong, had temper tantrums, and stayed
out late nights* The father had deserted three
years before, and Myra lived with her mother and
three younger siblings in two rooms* liVhen nine,
Myra had lived with her maternal grandmother
while her mother was in the Woman's Reformatory*
At the time of referral Myra was going with a
group of girls who were delinquents, and was
bumming rides, truanting, and had stolen money
from her mother*
Medical findings at LWH were negative except
for an electroencephalogram which showed a very
abnormal record of the kind most commonly seen
In post-encephalitis. In the house Myra was co-
operative at first but had a severe temper tantrum
when punished for a minor offense* She showed
some artistic ability and did favors willingly*
She had occasional enuresis and swore a good
deal. On the Stanford-Binet she earned an IQ
of 112, and showed retardation in practical
Judgment. In the psychiatric interview she was
tense and defensive although friendly and polite*
She showed a great deal of mixed feelings about
her father, and said that she had temper tantrums
when she could not do as she wished and when
unjustly accused*
Following the recommendation of foster home
placement Myra was placed with a family with
whom she remained for four months. There she
formed friendships easily but was unable to keep
them. She did not do well in school, was oc-
casionally enuretic, defiant, and unwilling to
keep rules made by the foster mother. She was
removed from the home when the foster mother
felt that she was unable to cope with her complete
disobedience. In her second placement which
lasted a year her school work continued to be
poor while her enuresis improved considerably*
While in this home she went to summer camp, and
also visited her own mother. Myra was obliged
to leave this second foster home after a temper
outburst in which she physically attacked the

foster mother's daughter. After an unsuccessful
two month period at the Arnold School "she was
discharged to her mother's care.
Myra Illustrates the type of child with an organic dis-
order, In this case apparently of post-encephalltlc origin,
who If given a stable childhood with satisfactory parent
figures or love relationships can often make a good adjust-
ment In later life. However, after a childhood in which
they are deprived of such parent figures these children seem
to lose their ability to relate to other people, and their
original handicap which could have been minimized now exerts
Itself In full strength. Myra*s relatively unsuccessful
adjustment In the foster homes In which she was placed can
probably be attributed to the organic disorder and the
traumatic experiences of her childhood.
Case 7
Lois p. was seventeen, and a sophomore In
high school when referred for placement by the
spec because she had been running away from home
and stealing. Her mother had been dead for
eleven years, and at the time of referral Lois
and her younger brother were living with her
father and stepmother. Three older married
sisters were out of the home. Lois had been
seen at Boston Psychopathic Hospital where a
diagnosis of primary behavior disorder, conduct
disturbance, was given, and the recommendation
made that she should be placed away from home.
Lois was reported to be an ambitious girl of
good average intelligence but lacking in
Initiative. She admittedly resented her step-
mother.
In her first foster home where she remained

for ten months Lois was felt to be ambitious and
a good worker. However she was unable to take
corrections or suggestions from anyone, and when
she became untidy and began to have spells of
depression, the foster mother requested replace-
ment. Lois then went to a wage home where she
remained for eight months. Again she was a good
worker and handled children well, but could not
accept suggestions from the foster mother and
finally left the home without notice. She went
to live with one of her married sisters, and at
that point was discharged from care.
Referred as a runaway at seventeen years of age, Lois
apparently had such deep-seated personality problems that
environmental change could do little for her. Her situation
is similar to that of Hilda C in that while she seemed to
be able to relate when first placed in a new situation her
personality difficulties soon brought about dissatisfaction
on the part of those living with her and necessitated a
change of plans. The symptomatic behavior of untidiness,
depressive spells, and physical complaints makes one wonder
if there were not predispositions to mental illness in this
girl. One also wonders if removed from the unsatisfactory
home conditions at an earlier age she would not then have
been able to minimize whatever personality difficulties and
constitutional weaknesses were present*
Re ferred primarily because of poor home conditions
Case 8
Arthur M. was four years and three months old
when referred to LWH in April, 1940, by his father
because the parents had recently separated and
ev
plans had to be made for Arthur. Previously the
parents had moved twenty times during their five
years of marriage, and had been separated and
reconciled. Arthur had been privately placed
twice in the same foster home for a total of six
months.
Arthur was placed without study in a foster
home where he remained for nearly two and a half
years. Both parents visited at first, and the
foster mother noticed that he was obstreperous
especially after the mother's visits, and showed
little affection toward her. He became destructive
of toys belonginc; to other children and developed
chorea-like motions. l/Jhen he had been in the
foster home nearly a year Arthur was studied at
LWH. In addition to having an orthopedic exami-
nation and mastoidectomy a slight speech defect
was noted. In the home he was described as
talkative, well-behaved, and able to play well
alone or with other children. He earned an IQ
of 98, and showed average manual ability, com-
prehension and memory, and poor language develop-
ment. It seemed unlikely that Arthur's parents
would ever establish a stable home for him.
His fair adjustment in the foster home, in the
opinion of the psychiatrist, showed that he
responded to environmental pressures, and reacted
to his parents' use of him in their tensions and
hostilities. He spoke warmly of his father and
was silent about his mother. It was recommended
that he return to the sajne foster home and that
the mother's visits be discontinued. It was also
recommended that the worker consider with Arthur's
father LWH's taking guardianship of the boy, and
that the case be reviewed at conference at a later
date. Arthur's school adjustment remained poor;
he was disturbing to the class and unable to
apply himself. V/hen his father was unable to
visit him because of illness Arthur became surly
and stubborn. In a re study at LWH it was felt
that he was more disturbed than on the previous
occasion. He considered his own mother "bad",
and the foster home was unsuccessful because of
his concern about this relationship to his parents*
T/Vhen in 19^3 a foster home change was necessary
because of changes in the foster family and his
father became ill with tuberculosis, Arthur was

committed to the Division of Child G-uardianship*
This case illustrates situations where environmental
change, although beneficial in some ways, is not completely
effective because the child can never work through his
relationship to his parents. Although Arthur presented no
particular behavior problems when first referred, the prob-
lems of poor school adjustment, destructive play, and
stubbornness came about when his parents used him in working
out their own hostilities and tensions. Arthur had a long
placement in a good foster home but the parents' difficulties
had a damaging effect on the child. Commitment to the
Division of Child Cruardianship was based partly on the poor
prognosis for Arthur's future adjustment*
Case 9
Charles P. was nearly seven when referred for
placement in September, 19^0, by the Family Service
Bureau of Newton because his mother was not satisfied
with the home in which she had placed him privately.
Charles* parents had been divorced for four years,
and the mother supported Charles and his ten year
old sister by working as a domestic. At the age
of four months Charles had been placed with a
foster mother with whom he remained for two years*
Then he lived with his parents for a year, and
after their separation had been in five different
foster homes before he came to LWH. On two
occasions he had been placed with his sister, and
had remained in his last foster home for a year
and a half. He had been difficult in every home,
the chief complaints being that he lied, set a bed
on fire, was destructive, and was unable to get
along with other children*

There were no particular medical findings at
LWH. He was found to be neat and attractive, obed-
ient, accepting of reproof, and liked by the other
children. In the testing situation he was tense
and on the defensive, and from his religious
phantasies in conversation one felt the strong
lack of a relationship to an adult who would re-
assure and guide him. In earning an IQ of 96 he
showed average intelligence with superior compre-
hension and practical Judgment. The psychiatrist
noted that although Charles was constantly in
mischief at LWH, it was not of the malicious,
destructive type. He was demanding in his at-
titude, and proud of his previous petty stealing.
He was reluctant to talk about his mother and felt
she rejected him in favor of his sister. He gave
no indication of feelings of affection for either
his mother or sister. In his vagueness about the
future the psychiatrist felt Charles* need of
stability and security, but the past experience
of replacements would make him difficult to keep
placed. Conference recommendation was one care-
fully selected, high grade foster family placement,
carefully supervised, and his continued contact
with his own mother.
Shortly after his placement in a coastal town
the foster mother reported that she found him a
well-adjusted, typical boy. He was stubborn and
tried to get his own way, and had wet and soiled
himself occasionally. He had some trouble with
the other boys in the home, and tried to be the
leader. After eight months Charles was removed
from the foster home at the foster mother's re-
quest because the soiling persisted. He was then
placed in a home where he remained for two years
and nine months. It was noted that he behaved
in an infantile manner when his mother visited,
and he became quite upset when his sister went
to live with his mother. While in this home
Charles was again seen by the psychiatrist at
LV/H who reported that he was self-centered, ego-
istic, and his interests directed toward achieving
satisfactions for himself. This was not sur-
prising in view of his many replacements. Con-
tinuing in the same foster home Charles showed
decided improvement both in his social adjustment
and in school work. He did well at camp in the
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summers of 1943 and 1944» and was finally removed
from the foster home in 1944 when there was an
Increasing tension between Charles and the foster
father* As his mother had recently remarried,
Charles returned to make his home with her after
summer camp.
At the age of seven Charles had been subjected to
seven different environments, the longest period in one home
being his placement at four months in a home where he re-
mained for two years. These foster parents probably had for
him the usual psychological significance of a child's own
[
parents, and it is probably unfortunate that he was removed
from this first foster home to return to his parents who
separated a year later, thus starting a series of foster
home placements for Charles. Between the ages of three
and a half years and seven years he had been in five
different foster homes. Thus he had been continually
!i
j
frustrated in his attempts to identify with love objects for
whom he would then be willing to give up the satisfactions of
immediate pleasure for the more worthwhile love and approval
of those love objects. His egoistic, self-centered attitude
is in accord with the blocking of emotional growth which so
often is the result of frequent replacements of the young
1
child. Charles is illustrative of children, damaged by
early frequent replacements and the lack of satisfactory love
1 3uj)ra,pp. 13, 14.

objects for whose love the child is willing to become a
social being, who although later placed in more stable,
supervised homes have become so self-centered and directed
toward self-satisfaction that they lose their ability to
make relationships, and by their own attitude and behavior
bring about more replacements.
Case 10
Alfred L's father died when he was an Infant,
and when his mother was sent to the Woman's Reform-
atory five years later Alfred and his three sib-
lings were removed from her care. Alfred lived
with a foster family for five years, and then was
taken into another foster family in the same
coastal town. The second foster father was a sea
captain who had two grown children by his first
marriage and two daughters about Alfred's age by
his second marriage. When Alfred had lived with
this second foster family for four years the foster
mother had developed so much antipathy toward the
boy that it was necessary for him to leave the
home, and he lived for a while with the foster
father's married son who described Alfred as
obedient and effeminate. Alfred was referred to
LWH in August, 1939, by the SPCC for study and
replacement. He was then fourteen and a half, and
in the seventh grade.
At LWH Alfred was found to be a well-developed
boy, strong but effeminate and somewhat withdrawn
from the group. The psychologist described him as
having a girlish voice and unctuous manner, with
deliberate reactions. In earning an IQ of 79 on
the Stanford-Blnet he showed good effort and
sustained attention. His comprehension and use
of language were below average, and it was felt
that he would benefit from trade and practical
training as much as from academic sub.lects. The
psychiatrist felt that he was a fairly well-
adjusted boy, with warm feelings toward the foster
father. His defense against his own mother (by

this time released from the Reformatory and re-
married, showing no interest in her children by
her first marriage) had been to alienate himself
from the childhood period. Placement in a foster
home where he could continue contact with the
former foster family was recommended.
Alfred was placed in a foster home in which
the foster mother was discerning in her obser-
vations of the boy and tolerant of his behavior.
The foster father was a physical instructor at
the Y.M.CA. and was able to arouse in him some
interest in sports. Some of Alfred's more ef-
feminate activities, such as cooking, the foster
parents made acceptable to the boys in Alfred's
group by designating him "chef" at camp. Alfred
Joined the Boy Scouts, the local church, and be-
came interested in playing the trumpet. He did
fairly well in school and was retested at LWH
one and a half years later when the question arose
whether he should enter high school. On the
Bellevue Test he earned an IQ of 94, and showed
excellent general information, verbal reasoning
and practical Judgment. His mechanical ability
was superior, and the total test showed an
astonishing improvement over the previous testing.
His manner in the second test situation was no
longer ingratiating, but direct and poised. It
was recommended that in high school he might do
especially well in a manual or commercial arts
course. Albert returned to the same foster home
and entered high school. Six months later he
visited his previous foster home during Christmas
vacation, and at both his and that family's
request remained there permanently*
Despite placement in three different foster homes
Alfred had remained in two of them for fairly long periods-
five years in one and four in another— and had been able to
form some attachments. His main problem at referral, other
than the foster mother's attitude toward him, was his ef-
feminacy. As a result of psychiatric study Alfred waa

placed in a foster home where he was encouraged, without
pressure, to enter Into more masculine activities and in
which some of his effeminate interests were so directed that
they were acceptable to the other boys* He was encouraged
to continue contact with the former foster father with whom
he had an especially good relationship, and when he had
gained some maturity and poise was able to return permanently
to that family where he had his earlier attachments.
I
Case 11
Betty R, age thirteen, had been living with
a paternal aunt since her mother's death seven
years before when her father applied to LWH to
make a plan for Betty. The father had remarried,
but Betty's stepmother refused to take her into
her home*
Betty was an attractive girl, beginning to
be interested in boys. At LWH she liked to be
the center of attention. In the testing situation
she was cooperative, earning an IQ of 108
•
Despite this better than average intelligence
her school achievement was below what one could
expect from her. The psychiatrist found Betty to
be well-poised, and the type of girl who would
be more attractive to men than to women. The
recommendation of a foster home placement when
first carried out lasted only a few months, and
a boarding school placement was then attempted.
Here she was found to be self-centered and defiant,
and took articles from other girls. Betty was
then placed in a foster home in August, 19^0,
where she remained for two years. She continued
to be defiant and supercilious, and the foster
mother was many times on the verge of asking for
replacement. Her boy friend's visits were
controlled, and another adolescent girl was
placed in the same foster home. Betty did fairly
well in school but a summer placement in 1941 t

In which she was in a wage home was a complete
failure because she was lazy and self-centered.
Betty was discharged from care at the age of
seventeen to be self-supporting, and in contacts
during the following year was never felt to be
an adequate person* From time to time her where-
abouts were unknown, and she was involved in some
sex difficulties.
At the time she was first known to LV/H Betty had al-
ready developed such a pseudo-sophistication that it was not
possible for her to form a real relationship with anyone.
It was recognized at the time of study that she would be a
difficult girl to place, and the value of the study lay in
finding out what her real abilities were, and in recognizing
what difficulties one would have in trying to keep her placed*
It was only by being able to interpret to the foster mother
what Betty's failings would be and how they had their basis
in her earlier life that Betty was able to have a fairly
stable adolescence. Follow-up contacts after Betty was dis-
charged from care show that she was not an adequate person-
ality, but through study and foster home care during adoles-
cence she may have averted more serious difficulty.
Case 12
Ellen B. was a four year old illegitimate
child when referred in 1959 for placement by her
mother who was working near Boston and wanted
Ellen placed where she could visit her often.
Ellen had been living with a maternal aunt since
shortly after birth. The mother gave no in-
formation about the alleged father. The mother
supported herself and Ellen by working as a
domestic and was devoted to the child*

Ellen was a f3;rave, well-mannered youngster
who remained in one foster home for three and a
half years« She became devoted to the foster
mother who felt that the own mother handled the
child well, and never upset her by her visits*
Although shy, Ellen got along well with other
children and was affectionate. When she had
been with the foster family for about three
years the social worker felt that the foster
mother was showing less warmth toward the child*
Waen the foster mother later decided to go to
work, Ellen's mother was able to take the child
with her to her employer's home.
This illustrates the type of situation in which though
circumstances may make it necessary for a child to live
away from his own parent or parents for a while, the child
is secure enough in his relationship to his parents that
he can adjust in a foster home and relate to the foster
2
family. Dorothy Hutchinson suggests that the request for
placement, particularly of an illegitimate child, may be a
repudiation of the child and a denial of the mistakes or
events leading to the child's birth, but apparently Ellen's
mother had worked through her feelings about Ellen and the
alleged father to the point where she accepted responsibility
for and was devoted to Ellen without going to the other
i
extreme of being overindulgent and oversolicitous. To the
child placement may be a repudiation of his desirableness
|i and appear to be punishment, but again, these psychological
and emotional aspects seem not to have had a damaging effect
2 Supra




Arnold T. was referred for placement at the
age of two years three months by Boston Floating
Hospital where he had been hospitalized with an
upper respiratory infection. His mother had
deserted and Arnold's father, a graduate of a
school of technology, assumed full responsibility
for the boy but asked that he be placed in a
supervised foster home. His mother had been
committed to the state as a child and her
marriage was a forced one. Three months after
Arnold's birth she and the baby had gone to
live with her parents because of financial
reasons. Later re-establishing a home with
Arnold's father the mother infected him with
venereal disease, and later deserted when Arnold
was one and a half years old. Arnold was reported
to have nocturnal and diurnal enuresis*
Arnold's first foster home placement ended
after three months when it was felt best to
place him in a Catholic home. He remained in
his second foster home for fourteen months.
During this time his enuresis ceased and he got
along well with another LWH boy in the same home.
When his father remarried he requested that
Arnold be returned to his own home under super-
vision but this was unsuccessful because of the
parents' greater interest in their new baby
and Arnold's Jealousy of this baby. The father
and stepmother then requested an adoptive home
for Arnold, but after two months in a foster
home it was arranged for him to go to his own
mother. When his mother was unable to supervise
him properly Arnold was placed in a fourth
foster home where he remained for seven months
until he was discharged to his own mother who
had made arrangements for him to live with
relatives. In the fourth placement Arnold did
well in school, and appeared to be an active,
healthy boy.
Arnold's changes to four foster homes is not a true




the chanf^e indicated as being the result of his poor behavior
or personality difficulties* Once he was moved from a
Protestant to a Catholic home, and another time his father
requested that he be placed for adoption. Arnold's trial
placements, first with his father and later with his mother,
necessitated further change for him. In two of the foster
homes where he stayed a total of twenty-one months Arnold
seems to have adjusted fairly well, as indicated by his
ceased enuresis, ability to get along with other children,
and good school adjustment. One cannot help wondering how-
ever how his later adjustment in his mother's care was af-
fected by his seven changes between the ages of two and five
years.
Referred because of health problems or physical symptoms
Case 14
Theresa N. was seven and a half years old
when referred by the Children's Hospital in March,
1941, because she was excessively tense and had
many complaints for which no physical basis
could be found. Her father had been in and out
of mental institutions during the previous four
years with a diagnosis of paranoid type but be-
cause he was not degenerating could not be
institutionalized permanently. Theresa was ad-
mittedly afraid of him, and in 1938 had been
placed in two foster homes, remaining in each
I for four months. Her adjustment had been con-
sidered good.
At LWH Theresa was found to be helpful and
cooperative though displaying some temper tantrums.
In earning an IQ of 102 on the Stanford- Bine t she
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showed poor motor control and comprehension. The
psychiatrist felt that Theresa's physical symptoms
were her way of expressing the tension and anxiety
she felt when her father was in the home. With
her perpetual worried look, Theresa was more like
a hyperchondriacal old woman than a normal child.
Theresa also resented her four and a half year old
brother who was deformed and therefore received
much attention. In Theresa's home life there
had been frequent disagreements between the parents,
and when drunk the father had hurt both Theresa
and her mother physically-
Foster home care or psychotherapy were re-
commended, and in June, 1941, Theresa was placed
in a foster home. Within a few months most of
her physical complaints had disappeared though
Theresa continued to look thin and worried. Her
nervous symt)toms were especially noticeable after
a visit home more than a year later. Foster home
placement was considered successful in view of
the fact that Theresa's school work Improved, and
her manner became more relaxed. Placement ended
at the end of two years when the foster mother dled»
This case illustrates the expression of emotional
tension through physical symptoms. Physical basis for her
complaints had been ruled out at Children's Hospital prior
to referral. In the psychiatric study it was felt that
Theresa was a sick child whose anxiety defenses were poorly
organized. Her anxiety centered on the home situation--the
attention that her deformed brother got, the stormy scenes
that took place when her father was out of the hospital, and
his maltreatment of her. When it was not possible through
psychotherapy to help Theresa deal with her anxiety, the
alternative plan was to remove her from the home situation
into a more comfortable, warm atmosphere. That this treat-

ment was fairly successful is seen in her improved school
work and less tense manner. ^Vhen placement ended because
of the death of the foster mother, it was hoped that Theresa
had gained enough security and stability so that she could
adjust in her own home.
Case 15
Ronald M. was ten and a half years old and in
the fourth grade when referred to LWH by the SPCC
in November, 1938. Since his father's desertion
four years before, Ronald had been in the SPCC
temporary home, Prendergrast Preventorium, placed
with the maternal grandparents, and in two foster
homes. Immediately before referral to LWH he had
been living with his mother and nineteen year old
sister in a poor home, and was having frequent
asthmatic attacks and fainting spells- Ronald
was an affectionate child who made friends quickly.
At LWH medical findings were that he was
underweight and had some bronchial involvement.
He fitted into the group well, was responsible,
but did not seem like a thoroughly well or happy
child. In earning an IQ of 102 on the Stanford-
Binet he showed good perception, normal language
development and motor coordination, and better
than average reading ability. The psychiatrist
found him to have the type of maturity in which
chronic illness forces adult company on a child.
He had a complacent attitude toward his asthma,
and his fainting spells and asthma apparently
began soon after his father's desertion. His
comments about his father's laziness and in-
ability to support the family were apparently
taken over from his mother. It was felt that un-
conscious wishes played a role in precipitating
his asthma, and foster home placement and possible
analysis by a reputable psychoanalyst were recom-
mended.
In January, 1939 t Ronald was placed in a
foster home where he remained for three years and

three months, including two visits to his own
mother and summer camp. At first his slow, care-
less manner bothered the foster mother, but a
year after being placed he was felt to be a
pleasant addition to the foster home, and showed
ability to get along well with other children*
His asthma seemed to be worse in summer than in
winter (house dust and horse dandruff had
previously been indicated as bringing on attacks),
and with medication attacks were held to a mini-
mum. In the spring of 19^2 the foster mother
asked for replacement on the balils that she was
not well, and could not keep Ronald because of
his asthmatic attacks. At this point Ronald was
transferred to the Division of Child Guardianship
for future planning.
In psychiatric study it was pointed out that Ronald's
asthmatic attacks were probably precipitated by emotional
factors, and the desertion of his father was felt to be of
great concern to the boy. Although analysis was not pos-
sible, environmental change seems to have been effective in
controlling somewhat the frequency of attacks. Removal
from the home situation where the mother constantly devalu-
ated the absent father constituted for this boy an effective
therapy*
Case 16
Gary L. when referred in September, 1940,
by the Children's Aid Association was sixteen
years old, and for many years had been subject
to epileptic seizures. His parents had both
died four years before, leaving little money
for his care. Since then he had been supported
by a maternal great uncle in the home of a
maternal great aunt, neither of whom was not
able to continue the plan. Gary was a neat,
presentable boy who enjoyed reading and gardening
-if
and stayed home a great deal because he was
sensitive about his seizures*
At LWH neurological examination revealed
no findings. Gary was found to be conscientious,
listless and somewhat effeminate. He earned an
IQ of 98 on the Stanford-Binet and was average
in both the verbal and performance parts of the
test. Gary's seizures had begun at about ten
years and he felt that as he grew older they
were increasing in intensity and frequency. The
psychiatrist felt that there was an underlying
aggressiveness to these attacks. He was ashamed
of the spells and felt that he would be happy
working on a farm. A farm placement was recom-
mended, along with medical treatment for his
epilepsy*
After a three month temporary placement in
New Hampshire Gary was placed in another home
where he remained for six months. He was felt
by the foster mother to be infantile for his age,
and was reluctant to meet people. By taking
luminol his seizures were so controlled that he
had only two light seizures. In his third place-
ment which lasted for thirteen months Gary be-
came employed, and at the same time became more
interested in social life. Seizures during this
period were controlled by phenobarbital. Gary's
fourth placement, on a poultry farm, lasted
fourteen months. Although his seizures continued
to be controlled by medication he needed close
supervision in his work on the farm, and the
foster parents finally asked replacement on the
basis that he interfered with another boy in the
home. In December, 19^3 » Gary was discharged
from care when he decided to remain with his aunt«
This represents the type of medical problem which can
to some extent be controlled by medicine, but in which
emotional factors play a role not yet thoroughly understood.
Gary came to LWH at a crucial age, a completely dependent
child whose only ties were to elderly distant relatives.
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He had feelings of shame and Inadequacy as a result of his
"spells", and the problem of suitable employment v/as very
real. Although Gary had four placements in all, two of
them were of sufficient length that he could relate to the
home and find a certain sense of security and permanency.
Control of seizures probably had much to do with his ability
to become more outgoing, and also to be employable. Once
he had demonstrated to the satisfaction of himself and
others that he was employable he was able to return to his
own relatives*
Case 17
Peter W. was referred for placement at the
age of three by Children's Hospital because of
a health problem. Peter, third from youngest
in a family of ten children, had been born with
club feet and would need much in the way of
clinic visits and surgical treatment for the
condition to be remedied. His own home was too
distant from the hospital for an effective
program to be carried out. Two of his siblings
had a question of congenital heart disease and
another was pre-tuberculous, thus lessening
Peter' s chances for adequate care over a long
period of time, if he remained at home*
In January, 1939, Peter was placed in a
foster home in which he did so well that he
remained for nearly six years. During this
time he had innumerable hospital admissions for
corrective surgery, and the foster mother was
extremely cooperative in clinic attendance. A
year and a half after placement Peter began to
walk. His adjustment in the foster home was
consistently good except for one period when
another LWH boy the same age was placed in the
home. By this time Peter regarded the home as his
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exclusively and resented an intruder. In 1942
Peter entered public school where his adjustment
was also good. He was discharged to his own
home in November, 1944, when the original medical
problem had been taken care of and he was no
longer in need of treatment at Children's Hospital*
The special function of a foster home for Peter was to
enable him to receive the medical attention he needed
regularly and for a long period of time. From the medical
viewpoint this was a successful placement, and in addition
Peter had a stable, secure environment during the period
when he had frequent surgical treatment for his deformity
•
In this home he was able to form attachments and had the
socializing experience of sharing with another child in the
home, which was a good introduction to the sharing with
siblings which he later had to face in his own home. The
medical problem which might have had a traumatizing effect
because of the stigma still attached to deformities or be-
cause of frequent periods of hospitalization, through
foster home care seems to have become a constructive period
for Peter in that the physical defect was remedied at the
same time that he enjoyed a stable, as near normal as
possible, childhood.
Case 18
Janet S. had been committed to the Department
of Public Vifelfare in another New England state in
1937 at the age of twelve and a half when her
mother died and her father deserted, leaving Janet

and her year older sister without adequate care.
Janet and her sister were placed in the same
foster home and following an appendectomy in 1939
Janet started having violent spells of undetermined
origin in which she vomited, lost consciousness,
and on the whole was very much incapacitated.
The foster mother insisted that her illness had
physical basis and seemed to need to keep Janet
in a state of dependency and illness. Janet was
referred to LWH for placement in connection with
treatment at Massachusetts Cxeneral Hospital*
An electroencephalogram showed grand mal
activity, and Janet was treated at epileptic
clinic. In a consultation at Massachusetts
General Hospital it was pointed out that her
seizures did not follow the pattern of typical
epileptic seizures, and after a month of psycho-
analytic treatment there, it was recommended
that she be placed in a foster home where psycho-
analysis could continue for a year«
In January, 19^0, Janet was placed in a
foster home where she remained for eighteen
months. She was a bed patient at the time of
placement and it was felt that her attacks
reflected the height of her fear of losing
security. The foster mother was a patient, direct
person and was encouraged to treat Janet's at-
tacks as if they were temper tantrums. Early
in psychoanalytic treatment Janet began to
show a wish to get well, and her attacks became
less intense and less frequent. She had a bad
reaction to a visit from her previous foster
mother, and the present foster mother found it
hard to accept the fact that Janet's illness had
no physical basis. After a year of analysis and
placement, Janet was able to go downstairs during
the day and the spells which had completely
incapacitated her before had disappeared. She
showed a real desire for help and was cooperative
with the analyst, who felt that traumatic child-
hood experiences were directly connected with her
symptoms*
When the foster home broke up temporarily
following the foster father's death, Janet was
able to visit her former foster mother. By then.

able to get about on crutches, she spent a short
period at Everett House, a small group placement
for young girls, and then had a very unsuccessful
camp period in which many of her old symptoms
reappeared. In August, 1942, she was placed in
another foster home and when able to walk without
crutches, she began to assume her own financial
responsibilities. In accordance with her own
wish she was discharged from care in September,
1943, and a month later analysis ended. It was
felt by the analyst that Janet was at that time
facing adolescent problems which normally she
should have faced earlier, and that she would
have new problems of social adjustment and the
use of her new-found freedom.
Foster home care in conjunction with psychoanalytic
treatment is different from other types of foster home care.
From the practical viewpoint accessibility to the analyst
is of great importance, and in this instance it was pos-
sible to arrange for daily interviews over a long period of
time. Responsibility for treatment in this case lay with
the analyst, who used the social service departments at
Massachusetts General Hospital and VHR as she wished through-
out the treatment process. The foster mother had to be
continually encouraged and supported in her attitude toward
Janet's attacks, and in the year and a half she was in this
first home Janet made rapid strides. The second foster home
placement can also be considered successful in its function
of allowing Janet to progress and grow at her own speed.
Being able to walk without crutches, assuming her own
financial responsibilities and finally declaring her inde-
pendence were tremendous strides for Janet who three years
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before had been Incapacitated by her retreat from reality*
Referred because of defective intellip;ence
Case 19
Raymond N. was thirteen and a half when
referred by his pastor in February, 1940, be-
cause he was dull and unsupervised and there-
fore apt to get in trouble. Raymond's father
had deserted seven years before and his mother
supported herself and Raymond by working on a
WPA sewing project. Their one room living ar-
rangement was unsatisfactory, and the mother's
ability to handle Raymond was questioned.
Meals were irregular and Raymond was in the
street a great deal. He particularly liked
western movies and did inconsistent work in
school where he was in a special class.
At LWH Raymond was found to be an unco-
operative boy whose behavior was the worst in
the group. He did not establish satisfactory
social relationships. An eye examination was
negative, and he was seen at the Massachusetts
General Hospital Skin Clinic and Orthopedic
Clinic. On psychological testing he was found
to have an IQ of 65, which classified him as
a mentally defective. This was especially true
in relation to abstract functions and academic
abilities. He was felt to be trainable in
manual abilities and able to profit by training
in a school or colony for mental defectives.
The psychiatrist found him to be immature and
irresponsible, a troublemaker, and a quick
follower of anti- social leadership. As a feeble-
minded boy he was apt to become delinquent in
an effort to prove himself a "big shot" or as
a tool of more intelligent petty criminals.
Following the recommendation that Raymond
be placed either on a farm or at Wrentham, the
state institution for the feeble-minded, he
spent eight months at a school whose purpose it
is to give as much training as is possible to
dull and feeble-minded boys. Raymond adjusted
fairly well there but was removed when it was
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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felt that some of his associations there were not
good. In February, 19^1, he was placed in what
was to be a temporary foster home, and remained
there for a year and a half. The foster mother
was accepting of Raymond's limitations, and he
was willing to do what was expected of him. He
was no disciplinary problem at school where he
continued in a special class, and he adjusted
well to the group. When he ran away from the
foster home in the summer of 19^2 and was picked
up in New Hampshire with two other boys, the
foster mother requested replacement. A month
later he was committed to Yfrentham State School.
Raymond represents the type of case in which protective
care and training are the most that we can hope for. Foster
home care proved to be fairly successful for a while, and
showed some ability on the boy's part to make satisfactory
social relationships. However, after Raymond had run away
to another New England state for no apparent reason, an
institutional setting which could offer protective care to
a person lacking in social Judgment seemed indicated.
Training in a trade as well as training in his own personal
habits was more easily offered this defective boy in the
group setting. The original recommendation, after his
limitations and dangers of becoming anti-social had been
pointed out in psychiatric study, were finally carried out




VJTiile statistical conclusions would not be valid tn a
study of nineteen cases, the writer feels that some quanti-
tative analysis as to the age and sex makeup of the group,
types of behavior problem present at referral, and number
and length of placements will help the reader to understand
better the conclusions of a more qualitative nature which
follow in Chapter Y.
Of the nineteen cases presented in the preceding chapter
foster home placement was specifically recommended for
fourteen following psychiatric study, and in the case of the
other five, was requested at time of referral. Tables I and
II which follow, show the age and sex makeup, and referral
source of these nineteen cases.
TABLE I.
AGE AND SEX AT PLACEMENT OF CHILDREN PLACED IN FOSTER
EO¥ES BY LWH IN 1939, 19^0, and 19^1 AND WHO REMAINED
IN PLACEMENT FOR NOT LESS THAN EIGHTEEN MONTHS
With Study Without Study
Age Male Female Male Female
2 3*9 yrs. 1 0 2 0
4 5.9 yrs. 1 0 0 1
6 7.9 yrs. 1 2 0 0
8 9.9 yrs. 1 0 0 0
10 11.9 yrs. 2 1 0 0
12 - 13.9 yrs. 1 2 0 0
14 - 15«9 yrs. 1 0 0 1
16 yrs. and over 1 0 0 1
Total 9 5 2 3

TABLE II.
REFERRAL SOURCE OF CHILDREN BET^«VEEN AGE TWO AND SEVENTEEN
PLACED IN FOSTER HOMES BY LWH IN 1939-41 INCLUSIVE
AND mo REMAINED IN PLACEIiilENT FOR NOT LESS THAN
EIGHTEEN MONTHS
Children Placed




Family agency 2 0
Children's agency 2 0
Hospital social service 2 2




In their presentation the cases were grouped ac-
cording to the primary reason for referral—behavior prob-
lems, poor home conditions, health problem or physical
symptoms, and defective intelligence. Table III shows





BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS AT TIME OF REFERRAL OF NINETEEN CHILDREN








Unable to play with other children 1 0
Destructive 0 1




This indicates that of the eleven boys considered,
seven presented seven different behavior problems when
referred, whereas eight girls in exhibiting six different
behavior difficulties showed these difficulties more fre-
quently. The most frequent presenting problems for girls
were stealing, running away, and incontreliableness*
In these nineteen cases special medical care included
orthopedic, eye and ear clinic, lung and chest x-rays, four
negative neurological examinations and four electro-
encephalograms, all of which showed borderline or abnormal
records. Psychometric testing in the fourteen study cases
showed a range of IQs from 65 to 112, with the bulk of




Following psychiatric study foster home care was recom-
mended in each of these fourteen cases with various qualifi-
cations. For two dependent children who, it appeared, would
never have a stable home environment with their own family
it was recommended that the agency try to secure guardianship
before attempting placement and thus assure the child of
some permanency in planning for him. In two other placements
it was especially recommended that the child be kept in touch
with his own parent because in one instance the child felt
rejected by the mother, and in the other because of a
particularly strong affectional tie. For two children with
average IQs, who lacked affectional ties because of rejection
and frequent replacements, and whose presenting problems
were temper tantrums, it was specified that placement should
be in homes where these children would be the only child, or
if that were not possible, the youngest child in the foster
family. For two other boys, one an epileptic and one a
mental defective, farm placements were recommended. For two
children, foster home placement or psychotherapy or both
was recommended; psychotherapy was not available in either
case, but placement was carried out. Another recommendation
for temporary placement for the purpose of further obser-
vation was so successful that it became a long-time place-
ment. In another instance placement was tried when the first

recommendation, supervision in the own home, proved to be
unsuccessful. In the remaining two cases the recommendation
for foster home placement was unqualified except that in one,
camp experience was also suggested*
The length of time in a foster home has been indicated
as one measure of the child's acceptability and his ability
to adjust. Of these nineteen cases the length of time in
foster home care ranged from one and one-half years to nearly
six years. The length of time in one foster home ranged from
a few days (replacement in this case was requested by the
foster mother who objected to the board rate) to nearly six
years. One boy who remained in his foster home for nearly
six years had been referred because of his behavior and his
poor home conditions, and was placed temporarily for further
observation. His main behavior difficulties were his in-
ability to get along with other children and facial tics*
Both of these difficulties improved considerably in the
foster home as did his school work, and he became much more
secure in his social relationships. An equally long place-
ment was that of a boy referred because of a health problem;
his placement was successful both from the viewpoint of
behavior and social relationships. The next longest period
in one foster home was that of another child referred
primarily because of a behavior problem. In the four years
that he was placed his hyperactivity and destructiveness

improved considerably and he made a good school adjustment.
Table IV indicates the length of time in the foster home of
the ten children having only one placement, together with
the primary reason for referral*
TABLE IV.
LENGTH OF TIME IN ONE FOSTER HOME PLACEMENT WITH REASON
FOR REFERRAL OF TEN CHILDREN PLACED BY L^iVH IN
1939, 1940, and 1941.
Home
Behavior Con-
Length of placement Problem ditions Health Defective
6 - 17 mos.
1 yr« 6 mos.-2 yrs. 5 mos.
2 yrs. 6 mos.
-3 yrs. 5 mos.
3 yrs. 6 mos. -4 yrs. 5 mos.
4 yrs. 6 mos.
-5 yrs. 5 mos.
Over 5 yrs. 6 mos.
Total
0 0 0 1
0 3 1 0
0 0 2 0110 0
0 0 0 010 0 0
2 4 3 1
The table indicates that out of seven referred because of
behavior difficulties only two had a single foster home place-
ment while out of a total of six referred because of the home
situation, four children had only one placement. However,
the two children presenting behavior problems remained in
their single placement longer than the latter. Three of the
five children referred because of health problems had only
one placement, but these placements tended to be of shorter
length than those children referred because of home
conditions. The only child with defective intelligence had
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one fairly short foster home placement before he entered
the state school for defectives*
Of the ten children having only one foster home place-
ment, five were felt to have made excellent adjustments,
three made fair adjustments, and two were unsuccessful.
Included in the five successful placements were two referred
because of behavior problems such as inability to get along
with other children and temper tantrums, two referred be-
cause of poor home situations, and one health problem* Thus
the two children presenting behavior problems who had only
one foster home placement were particularly successful in
those placements. The three children making fair adjustments
in their one placement included the boy with defective
intelligence and two children presenting physical symptoms
with some emotional basis. A girl presenting physical
complaints for which no organic basis was found became some-
what more relaxed and improved in school work when removed
from her home situation, and an asthmatic boy, while well-
liked in the foster home, continued to have attacks
frequently. In neither case was there sufficient improvement
to warrant further attempts at placement. The two unsuc-
cessful single placements included an adolescent girl who
became defiant and cynical and finally left placement to be
self-supporting, and a boy who was so disturbed over his
relationship to his parents that he became contrary and surly

In the foster home and was disturbing in school.
Table V indicates the number of replacements, together
with the original reason for referral of the nine children
who had more than one foster home placement*
TABLE Y.
NUMBER OF FOSTER HOME REPLACE^IENTS, WITH REASON FOR REFERRAL,
OF NINE CHILDREN PLACED BY VM IN 1939, 19^0, and 1941.
Behavior Home




4 0 0 1
Total 5 2 2
In comparing Tables lY and V, we find that while two
children referred because of behavior problems had only one
foster home placement, the other five referred on the same
basis had from one to three replacements each. Fewer
children referred because of home conditions or health
problems had replacements, though two of the children in these
groups who were replaced had three and four replacements each.
Of the five children having one replacement each, the
three referred because of behavior problems continued to
present the same problems in the first foster home, thus
necessitating the replacement. One girl referred because of
temper tantrums showed lack of cooperation, enuresis, and

Inability to conform In both foster homes, and was sent to
boarding school. Another girl, showing personality dis-
turbances at time of referral, continued to steal and have
temper tantrums, and did not adjust at all successfully In
either home. The third girl, an adolescent, became in-
creasingly difficult and unstable in two placements, showing
new symptoms of depression, untidiness, and an inability to
accept criticism. Two other cases where there was one
replacement Included a boy who after several private place-
ments soiled in his first LWH foster home. In the second
home where he remained for nearly three years there was some
improvement in his social relationships. In the other case,
two placements were successful in their specialized purpose
of providing a stable, accessible home for an adolescent
girl while she received intense psychiatric help for physical
complaints which incapacitated her»
One boy, referred because of masturbation, sex play,
and lying had two replacements, only one of which was caused
by his own behavior. While in placement he was disturbed
about his relationship to his parents, and a group placement
where their contacts could be better controlled was finally
felt to be more beneficial to him*
Of the two children placed in four foster homes each, one
caused replacements by her stealing and Impudence, problems
for which she was originally referred. In the two and a

half years that she was In four homes she was unable to get
over her feeling of re lection hy her mother, and became
Increasingly elusive and shallow in her reactions. Another
boy made four changes between the ages of two and a half
years and five years because of his divorced parents' in-
decision as to his future. Despite these changes he made a
fairly good adjustment in each of the foster homes*
The only child having a total of four replacements was
the epileptic boy whose last placement was with a relative.
Despite the numerous replacements which took place in less
than three years he is considered to have made a fairly good
adjustment in that he was able to work, his seizures were
somewhat controlled by medicine, and he was finally able to
return permanently to the home of the relative. Thus, while
the nineteen cases show a total of thirty-six placements,
not all of the seventeen replacements were due to the child's
behavior or personality difficulties. Similarly, in some
cases a child showed improvement in one area, such as





The purpose of this thesis was to evaluate the adjustment
in foster home placements of children between the ages of
two and seventeen years, placed by LWH in 1939, 19^0, and
1941 and who remained in placement for not less than eighteen
months. Of the group of nineteen children who fitted these
limitations seven were referred for psychiatric study and/or
placement primarily because of behavior problems, six were
referred primarily because of the home situation, five for
health problems or physical symptoms, and one because of a
question of defective intelligence. Fourteen of the nineteen
had psychiatric study at LWH.
Evaluating adjustment by three criteria—evaluation as
given in the case record reflecting the case worker's or
foster mother's attitude regarding adjustment, the lessening,
increasing or appearance of symptomatic behavior, and the
number of and reasons for replacements— the writer found that
certain groups of children adjusted either better or less
well in foster home placements than other fairly well-defined
groups. Of the children referred because of behavior
problems and/or poor home situations, those that adjusted
least well included children who felt rejected by or who
showed much concern about their relationship to their parents.

and one child who had had several private placements during
his first seven years. Older girls between the ages of
eleven and seventeen, referred for such "behavior as temper
tantrums, stealing, and running away, in each case were
unable to adjust successfully in either of two foster home
placements. Similarly, children with deep-seated personality
disturbances, such as one diagnosed as having a primary
behavior disorder and another as having a schizoid person-
ality, were unable to adjust in foster homes*
Children with physical symptoms on an emotional basis,
while showing some improvement in such areas as school work
and ability to get along with other children, did not tend to
show much change in their symptoms. On the other hand, one
of the best adjustments in the entire group was that of a
boy referred for a purely physical problem, club feet.
The social worker in making placements following
psychiatric study had the advantage of knowing the child's
background, his physical condition, his mental and performance
ability, the contents of a psychiatric interview, and in
most cases rather specific recommendations as to the type of
foster home placement which would best fit the needs of a
particular child. From this type of information the worker
knew what should be done to improve the child's health,
what could be expected of him in the school or training
situation, what particular problems the child needed to work

out in order to make a more satisfactory adjustment, and
what the worker's role would be in working with the child.
Specific recommendations as to the type of foster home
placement included such things as the location of the foster
home, the child's ordinal position in the foster family, and
continued contact with a former foster parent. While these
recommendations could not always be carried out in full
they did offer the social worker concrete ideas regarding
the placement of a particular child in a foster home which
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